Abstract. In this paper we analyse the integrability of a dynamical system describing the rotational motion of a rigid satellite under the influence of gravitational and magnetic fields. In our investigations we apply an extension of the Ziglin theory developed by Morales-Ruiz and Ramis. We prove that for a symmetric satellite the system does not admit an additional real meromorphic first integral except for one case when the value of the induced magnetic moment along the symmetry axis is related to the principal moments of inertia in a special way.
Introduction
Let us consider a rigid body B with mass m and centre of mass O 1 moving in the gravitational field of a point O with mass M, see Figure 1 . We assume that the orbit is circular and that it lies in the (x, y)-plane in the inertial reference frame defined by the orthonormal versors {e e e 1 , e e e 2 , e e e 3 } with the origin at O. The principal axes reference frame of the body with the origin at O 1 is given by the orthonormal versors {a a a 1 , a a a 2 , a a a 3 }. We describe the rotational motion of the body with respect to the orbital reference frame {s s s, t t t, n n n} with the origin at O 1 . Its axes lie along the radius vector of the centre of mass of the body, the tangent to the orbit in the orbital plane, and the normal to the orbital plane, respectively.
We accept the following convention, see [1] . For a vector q we denote by Q = [Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 ] T the associate coordinates in the body frame, that is, Q i = a a a i ·, for i = 1, 2, 3. For two vectors q and p we denote their scalar and vector products by· p p p and× p p p, expressed in terms of their coordinates in the body frame by Q, P , and [Q, P], respectively. Thus we have 
The equations of the rotational motion of the body can be written in the following form
where M, := I −1 M, I := diag(A, B, C) are the angular momentum, the angular velocity and the inertia tensor of the body, respectively; ω O denotes the orbital angular velocity of the centre of mass of the body and P is the torque acting on the body. The explicit form of P depends on a particular model. The gravity-gradient torque is usually approximated by the following formula P G := 3ω and r is the radius of the orbit, see [5, 6, 12] . Let us note that in the case of a circular Keplerian orbit ω O = ω K . Examples of models with ω O = ω K can be found in [19, 21] . In this paper we consider the case when, in addition to the gravitational torque, also the magnetic torque plays a significant role. Namely, we assume that the gravity centre (the Earth) is the source of a magnetic field which can be well approximated by a magnetic dipole whose axis coincides with e e e 3 . Modelling of the magnetic torque P M is generally difficult because it depends not only on the presence of constant magnets located in the satellite, but also on magnetic and conductive properties of the material used for its construction, as well as on the presence of electronic equipment, for details see [7] . In this paper we assume that the magnetic moment of the satellite is induced by the magnetic field of the central body, and, moreover, that the body is magnetically symmetric along an axis l fixed in the body. Then we have
where ξ is a parameter depending on the strength of the central magnetic dipole and magnetic properties of the body.
Thus, we consider the following system
It possesses the Jacobi type first integral
and three geometric first integrals 
The above equations can be rewritten in the Hamiltonian form
where the Poisson bracket, {·, ·} is defined by
where ε ij k is the Levi-Civita symbol. This Poisson bracket is degenerated and the three geometric integrals (4) are its Casimirs. Their common levels are symplectic manifolds [23] . From the geometric interpretation of the vectors N and S it follows that, for further study, we can select the following six dimensional symplectic leaf M 6 = {(M, N, S) ∈ R 9 | S, S = 1, N, N = 1, N, S = 0},
which is diffeomorphic to R 3 × SO(3, R).
Remark 1.
The configuration space of a rigid body whose centre of mass moves in a prescribed orbit is SO(3, R) -all possible orientations of the body with respect to the orbital frame. Thus the classical phase space of the system is T * SO(3, R) R 3 × SO(3, R).
Remark 2.
We can look at system (2) as a Hamiltonian system defined on a nine-dimensional Poisson manifold which is s * -the dual to nine-dimensional Lie algebra s = (R 3 × R 3 ) so(3, R) (here denotes the semi-direct product of Lie algebras). Then the Poisson bracket defined by (6) is the standard BerezinKostant-Kirillov-Souriou bracket, and M 6 is a co-adjoint orbit, see [23] . Here we refer the reader to paper [3] where the case of a rigid satellite without the influence of magnetic torques is considered.
System (2) depends on the parameters
They belong to a set
whose interior is an eight-dimensional subset of R 5 + × R 4 (R + denotes the positive real axis).
It is natural to ask for which p ∈ P system (2) or its restriction to M 6 admits one or two additional first integrals. The high dimensionality of the system and a big number of parameters make this problem very difficult. Let us enumerate some known facts.
1. For ξ = 0 (the magnetic torque vanishes) the only known completely integrable case is a spherically symmetric case A = B = C. This case is trivial because for a spherically symmetric body the gravitational torque vanishes. There is no proof that system (2) is non-integrable when ξ = 0 and the body is not spherically symmetric. 2. For ξ = 0 and an axially symmetric body, for example, A = B, system (2) admits one additional first integral, namely H 5 = M 3 . There is no proof that this is the only situation when system (2) possesses one additional first integral. 3. For A = B = C only the magnetic torque acts on the body. System (2) is completely integrable and the additional first integrals are H 5 = M, N and H 6 = M, L . In this case the first two equations form a closed subsystem which coincides with a special case of the Kirchhoff equations for a rigid body in ideal fluid in the integrable case of Clebsh, see [18] .
Some limiting cases of system (2) when ω O = 0, or ω K = 0 are worth mentioning because they are related to very well-known systems.
Let us consider the case ω O = 0. Now, system (2) describes the rotational motion of a rigid body with the mass centre fixed in the external gravity and magnetic fields. For ξ = 0 the first and the third equation in (2) form a closed subsystem which coincides with the equations of motion of the completely integrable Brun problem [11] , see also [9] . When ω K = 0, a subsystem of (2) consisting of the first two equations, is again a special case of the Kirchhoff equations, see [18] .
The aim of this paper is to study the integrability of system (2) when the body is axially symmetric. For this purpose we apply the Morales-Ramis theory [25, 26] which is an extension of the Ziglin theory [37, 38] . Both theories are based on a study of variational equations around a particular non-equilibrium solution of the complexified system. We can associate with the variational equations the monodromy and the differential Galois groups. When the system is integrable, then these groups are of a special form and this fact gives a necessary condition for integrability. To make the paper self-contained, we present basic theoretical facts concerning the Ziglin and Morales-Ramis theory in the next section. More technical material needed in our investigation is presented in Appendix A. We present both theories trying to avoid formal language, and we give several examples, which, as we hope, helps to understand basic notions of both theories and to popularise them in the celestial mechanics community. It is worth mentioning that one of the most difficult problems of celestial mechanics -the question about the non-integrability of the three-body problem -has been recently solved with the help of these theories, see [10, [31] [32] [33] . We remark here that Poincaré [27] investigated the question of integrability of the three-body problem however he assumed that the first integrals are holomorphic functions of the perturbation parameter (mass of one body). Thus, his non-integrability theorems do not assert anything for fixed value of this parameter.
In Section 3 we derive the variational equations along a family of particular solutions. Our first non-integrability theorem is formulated and proved in Section 4. We show in this section that the complexified system considered does not possess an additional complex meromorphic first integral which is functionally independent from the Hamiltonian. The question whether the system does not possess an additional real meromorphic first integral is much more difficult. We investigate it in the last section combining the differential Galois approach with the Ziglin argumentation [39] .
Theory
In this section we describe informally basic facts concerning the Ziglin and MoralesRamis theories. For detailed exposition we refer the reader to [2, 4, 25] .
Let us consider a complex dynamical system
where M n is a complex n-dimensional analytic manifold (we can think that M n is just C n ). If ϕ(t) is a non-equilibrium solution of (8) , then the maximal analytic continuation of ϕ(t) defines a Riemann surface with t as a local coordinate. Here it is important to distinguish between the abstract Riemann surface and its image i( ) in M n . It is crucial when the global geometric language is used. The importance of this distinction is discussed in [24] . EXAMPLE 1. If ϕ(t) is given by rational functions of t then is the Riemann sphere CP 1 with some points removed (poles of ϕ(t)).
EXAMPLE 2. If ϕ(t)
is given by elliptic functions with fundamental periods T 1 and T 2 then is a torus T with some points removed (poles of ϕ(t)).
Together with system (8) we also consider the variational equations
Let us note that one solution of the above system is known. In fact, if we put
EXAMPLE 3. Let us assume that system (8) admits the following invariant set
. . , n − 1. Then a particular solution ϕ(t) lies on the n-th coordinate axis. Obviously, we have
Thus, the matrix A(t) has the following block form
where
Thus, the first n − 1 variational equations form a closed sub-system of equations which are called the normal variational equations (NVEs).
The above example shows that the order of (9) can be reduced by 1, at least locally. However, these local reductions can be performed consistently over the whole , so we can talk about the NVEs associated with . For a global definition of the NVEs see [4, 37] . Here, just for simplicity, we assume that the coordinates x are chosen as in Example 3. Thus, the NVEs have the form
where B(t) is the (n − 1) × (n − 1) upper diagonal sub-matrix of matrix A(t), see (11) .
Remark 3. If system (8) is Hamiltonian then n is even (n = 2m) and we have one first integral, namely the Hamiltonian of the system. Then we can reduce the order of the variational equations by 2. Let for our particular solution the value of the Hamiltonian be E. Then we can restrict (8) to the level H (x) = E, and we obtain a system of 2m − 1 autonomous equations with the same particular solution. Then we perform the above-mentioned reduction of the corresponding variational equations (of order 2m − 1), and we obtain the NVEs of order 2(m − 1) which are Hamiltonian ones. The last statement follows from the Whittaker theorem about isoenergetic reduction of order of a Hamiltonian system.
Remark 4.
A typical situation with a Hamiltonian system is the following. For the investigated system with Hamiltonian function
2m there exists an invariant canonical plane , for example,
This implies that
Thus, the Hessian of H calculated for x ∈ has the following block form
where h(x) is a symmetric 2(m − 1) × 2(m − 1) matrix, and h m (x) is a symmetric 2 × 2 matrix. For a particular solution ϕ(t) ∈ the variational equations have the formξ
where J m is the symplectic unit (of dimension 2m×2m), and the normal variational equations are the followinġ
EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider the Hamiltonian system given by the following Hamiltonian function
where e is a parameter and (q 1 , p 1 , q 2 , p 2 ) ∈ C 4 . The Hamilton's equations for this system admit the following particular solution ϕ(t) = (0, 0, q 2 (t), p 2 (t)), where
, and sn, cn, dn denote the Jacobi elliptic functions. As this particular solution lies in the (q 2 , p 2 ) plane, the NVEs correspond to variations in q 1 and p 1 , so they have the following forṁ
Note that the above system is a Hamiltonian one. It is generated by the time-
In the Ziglin and Morales-Ramis theories the concepts of the monodromy group and the differential Galois group play fundamental role. In the successive subsections we introduce these concepts and give formulations of basic lemmas and theorems which we used in this paper.
MONODROMY GROUP
Let (t) be the matrix of fundamental solutions of (9) defined in a neighbourhood of t 0 ∈ C, that is, columns of (t) are n linear independent solutions of (9), and let γ be a closed path (with the base point at t 0 ) on the complex time plane. An analytic continuation of (t) along γ gives rise to a new matrix of fundamental solutionsˆ (t) in a neighbourhood of t 0 which does not necessarily coincide with (t). However, the solutions of a linear system form an n-dimensional linear space, so we haveˆ (t) = (t)M γ , for a certain non-singular matrix M γ ∈ GL(n, C) which is called the monodromy matrix.
has two linearly independent solutions
After continuation along a loop γ encircling t = 0 once, the solution ξ (1) is unchanged. However, the second solution changes into
and thus we have
EXAMPLE 6. Let us consider the following system
where C is a constant matrix. Let γ be a loop encircling once t = 0 counterclockwise. Then the monodromy matrix is given by
The monodromy matrix M γ does not depend on a particular choice of γ . If the path σ can be obtained by a continuous deformation of the path γ , then M σ = M γ . We denote by [γ ] the set of all paths which can be obtained by continuous deformations of γ , and it is called the homotopy class of path γ . Thus, the monodromy matrix M γ depends on the homotopy class of path γ . If we have two paths σ and γ by their product τ = σ · γ we understand the path τ obtained in the following way: first we go along γ , then along σ . One can show that this defines properly a product of homotopy classes, that is,
We can also define the inverse γ −1 of the path γ : we go along γ in the opposite direction. Again we have a correct
. In this way the homotopy classes form a group which is called the first homotopy group of a Riemann surface (walking on the complex time plane t, in fact we make loops on because t parametrises the surface ). We denote it by π 1 ( , t 0 ).
Remark 5.
If we change the base point t 0 of the paths, then, instead of the matrices M γ , we obtain CM γ C −1 , where C is a certain non-singular matrix (the same for all paths). It means that the homotopy groups at all points t 0 are isomorphic.
All the monodromy matrices form a group M with respect to matrix multiplication which is a subgroup of GL(n, C). From the definition of monodromy we have
. In other words, the monodromy matrices form an anti-representation of π 1 ( , t 0 ) in GL(n, C). (8) is Hamiltonian, then the variational system (9) is also a Hamiltonian one, and the monodromy group is a subgroup of the symplectic group Sp(2m, C), where 2m = n. If we consider the NVEs for a Hamiltonian system as it was described in Remark 3, then the monodromy group of these equations is contained in Sp(2(m − 1), C).
Remark 6. If system

BASIC LEMMA OF THE ZIGLIN THEORY Let us assume that F (x) is a holomorphic first integral of (8). The Taylor expansion of F (ϕ(t) + ξ ) has the form
where F m (t, ξ ) is a homogeneous polynomial (with respect to the coordinates of ξ ) of degree m > 0. It is easy to show that F m (t, ξ ) is a first integral of the variational Equations (9). We called F m (t, ξ ) the leading term of the first integral.
When the first integral F (x) is a meromorphic function, then it can be represented as a ratio P (x)/Q(x) of two holomorphic functions P (x) and Q(x). If P m (t, ξ )
is the leading term of P (x) and Q k (t, ξ ) is the leading term of Q(x), then by the leading term of F (x) we understand P m (t, ξ )/Q k (t, ξ ), and it is a first integral of Equations (9) which is rational with respect to ξ . An analytic continuation of solutions of (8) along a closed path γ transforms initial conditions for these solutions to other points in the following way. At t 0 we start from ξ 0 . For small t we move along γ and ξ 0 goes to ξ(t) = (t)ξ 0 . After continuation, we return to a neighbourhood of t 0 , but now our point is moved tô (t)ξ 0 , and thus at the end of the path at t 0 we obtain the point
is the identity. Thus we have the following map
It is important to notice here that t 0 , as well as ξ 0 , are arbitrary. Let F m (t, ξ ) be a first integral of (9) and let
. A first integral does not change its value when we make an analytic continuation. Thus taking the loop γ we have
As t 0 , ξ 0 and γ are arbitrary we have
for all M γ ∈ M. In other words, F m (t, ξ ) is invariant with respect to the natural action of the monodromy group. A non-constant function satisfying the above condition is called a first integral (or an invariant) of the monodromy group (polynomial (rational) if F m is a polynomial (rational) function of the coordinates of ξ ). We can repeat all the above considerations for the normal variational equations. The condition (16) is restrictive. When the monodromy group of the NVEs is 'big', then it can happen that there is no non-constant polynomial (rational) invariant, and this fact implies that system (8) Remark 7. The reason why in the above lemma the necessary condition for integrability cannot be formulated (or, rather, it is more difficult to formulate) in terms of the monodromy group of the full variational equations is the following. The monodromy group of (9) always possesses one polynomial invariant. Let us explain why. As it was mentioned, for Equations (9) we know one particular solution η = v(ϕ(t)), see (10) . If (t) is the fundamental matrix of (9), then we can find a vector c ∈ C n such that η = η(t) = (t)c. Let us assume for simplicity that the solution ϕ(t) is single-valued. Thus the continuation of η(t) along an arbitrary path γ does not change it, and we have that η(t) =ˆ (t)c = (t)M γ c = (t)c. It follows that M γ c = c, that is, the vector c is an eigenvector of all monodromy matrices and it corresponds to an eigenvalue 1. Thus, in appropriate coordinates x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), the monodromy matrices M can be put simultaneously into the following form
where m,M are (n − 1) × 1 and (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrices, respectively. But now the linear polynomial f (x) = x 1 is an invariant of the monodromy group.
DIFFERENTIAL GALOIS GROUP
Let us assume that the entries of the matrix A(t) of the linear system (9) are rational functions of t. We know that solutions of linear equations with rational coefficients are not necessarily rational, however, we can ask whether a given linear equation or a system of linear equations is solvable in terms of 'known' functions. This question was investigated at the end of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th century by Picard, Vessiot and others. Later on, thank to works of Kolchin, the PicardVessiot theory was considerably developed to what is now called the differential Galois theory. For a general introduction to this theory see [8, 16, 22, 28] . Through this subsection our leading example is a linear second-order differential equation with rational coefficients
In what follows we keep algebraic notation, for example, by C[t] we denote the ring of polynomials of one variable t, C(t) is the field of rational functions, etc. Here we consider the field C(t) as a differential field, that is, a field with distinguished differentiation. Note that in our case all elements a ∈ C(t) such that a = 0 are just constant, that is, we have a = 0 ⇔ a ∈ C. Thus such elements form a field -the field of constants.
Remark 8.
In the most general case we meet in applications, the coefficients of (9) are meromorphic functions defined on a Riemann surface , which is usually denoted by M( ). Meromorphic functions on form a field. It is a differential field if equipped with ordinary differentiation.
The field C(t) can be extended to a larger differential field K such that it will contain all solutions of Equation (17) . The smallest differential field K containing n linearly independent solutions of (9) is called the Picard-Vessiot extension of C(t) (additionally we need the field of constants of K to be C).
Remark 9. The Picard-Vessiot extension for Equation (17) can be constructed in the following way. We take two linearly independent solutions ξ and η of (17) (we know that such solutions exist). Then, as K we take all rational functions of five variables
Remark 10. In the case considered (a system of complex linear equations with rational coefficients) the existence of the Picard-Vessiot extension follows from the Cauchy existence theorem. In abstract settings, that is, when we consider a differential equation with coefficients in an abstract differential field, the existence of the Picard-Vessiot extension is a non-trivial fact, see, for example [22] . Now, it is necessary to define what we understand by 'known' functions. Informally, these are rational and algebraic functions, their integrals and exponential of their integrals. More precisely, we say that a solution η of (17) is:
We say that a differential field L is a Liouvillian extension of C(t) if it can be obtained by successive extensions (g(a) ) for all a ∈ K. We denote by A the set of all such automorphisms. Let us note that automorphisms A form a group. The differential Galois group G of extension K ⊃ C(t), is, by definition, a subgroup of A such that it contains all automorphisms g which do not change elements of C(t), that is, for g ∈ G we have g(a) = a for all a ∈ C(t).
Remark 12.
It seems that the definition of the differential Galois group is abstract and that it is difficult to work with it. However, from this definition we can deduce that it can be considered as a subgroup of invertible matrices. Let G be the differential Galois group of Equation (17) and let g ∈ G. Then we have (g(w) ) , and, moreover, g(p) = p, g(q) = q because p, q ∈ C(t). Thus we have
In other words, if w is a solution of Equation (17) then g(w) is also its solution. Thus, if ξ and η are linearly independent solutions of (17), then
and
Hence, we can associate with an element g of the differential Galois group G an invertible matrix [g ij ], and thus we can consider G a subgroup of GL(2, C). If instead of the solutions ξ and η we take other two linearly independent solutions, then all matrices [g ij ] are changed by the same similarity transformation.
The construction presented in the above remark can be easily generalised to a linear differential equation of an arbitrary order and to a system of linear equations.
Thus we can treat the differential Galois group as a subgroup of GL(n, C). Let us list basic facts about the differential Galois group 1. If g(a) = a for all g ∈ G, then a ∈ C(t). 2. Group G is an algebraic subgroup of GL(n, C). Thus it has a unique connected component G 0 which contains the identity, and which is a normal subgroup of finite index. For proofs and details we refer the reader to the cited references.
BASIC THEOREM OF THE MORALES-RAMIS THEORY
For a given linear system of linear differential equations we can determine the monodromy group M and the differential Galois group G. From the description given above it follows that both these groups are related. In fact, we have M ⊂ G. In other words, the differential Galois group G is 'bigger' then the monodromy group M. EXAMPLE 8. For the Airy equationẍ = tx the monodromy group is trivial, that is, it contains only one element -the identity matrix, while its differential Galois group is SL(2, C). For a proof see, for example, [16] .
Remark 13. It should be mentioned that the determination of the monodromy group is a difficult task, and this groups is known only for a very limited number of equations. What concerns the determination of the differential Galois group we are in much better situation. There exist algorithms (the Kovacic algorithm [17] ) which allow to determine this group for an arbitrary second-order linear differential equation with rational coefficients (see Appendix A for additional references).
The fact that M ⊂ G suggests the use of G instead of M to formulate a necessary condition for non-integrability. If system (8) possesses a meromorphic first integral, then (9) has a first integral and this fact imposes a restriction on its differential Galois group G, as it imposes restrictions on its monodromy group M. In fact, we have a lemma which is analogous to Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. If system (8) possesses a meromorphic first integral defined in a neighbourhood U ⊂ M of , then the differential Galois group G of the NVEs has a rational first integral.
The above lemma is a variant of Lemma III.1.13 from [2] , see also Lemma 4.6 in [25] . For proof and details see Chapter III of [2] .
The differential Galois theory gives a powerful tool to the study of integrability of Hamiltonian systems. The Morales-Ramis theory is formulated in the most exhaustive form in book [25] and papers [26] . It gives a necessary condition of integrability of a Hamiltonian system for which we know a non-equilibrium solution. The main theorem is the following.
THEOREM 1. Assume that the Hamiltonian system is integrable in the Liouville sense in a neighbourhood of a particular solution. Then the identity component of the differential Galois group of the NVEs is Abelian.
Particular Solutions and Variational Equations
From now on we consider (2) as a complex system, that is, we assume that (M, N, S) ∈ C 9 and t ∈ C. Without loss of generality, choosing appropriately the units of time and length, we can put ω K = ω O = 1 and A = 1. According to our knowledge, for an arbitrary L, Equations (2) do not admit a particular solution. However, if we assume that L coincides with one of the principal axes, for example, L = [0, 0, 1] T , then one can find particular solutions. In fact, in this case the following manifold
is invariant with respect to the flow generated by system (2). Solutions lying on N describe the planar rotations of the satellite when its third axis is permanently in the orbital plane and its first axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane. Moreover, we can easily find an analytic form of the solutions of (2) describing this motion. In fact, system (2) restricted to N has the forṁ
and it possesses two first integrals
We can introduce on the level H 2|N = 1 a local coordinate φ such that S 2 = − cos φ and S 3 = sin φ.
Then system (19) readṡ
Thus, we havë
Solving the above equation we obtain an one parameter family (t, k) of the solutions of (2) expressed in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions. Let us define
Then the explicit form of the solutions is given by
and for C > B
for C < B we have
and E is the value of the energy integral for Equation (22) , that is,
Let us note that for the above solutions we have
From the above formulae it follows that the particular solutions given above are single-valued, meromorphic, and double periodic with periods
where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus k, K (k) := K(k ), and k := √ 1 − k 2 . In each period cell they have four simple poles at:
T (k), mod(T (k), T (k)).
Thus, the Riemann surfaces k associated with the particular solutions (t, k) are tori with four points: 
For 0 < k < 1 the four points s l (k) correspond to four points of intersection of the above quadrics at infinity. As our aim is to investigate the case when the satellite is symmetric, we assume that A = B = 1. For a symmetric satellite, we have one more first integral, namely
This first integral is connected with the existence of an one parameter symmetry of the system. Equations (2) are invariant (for the prescribed choice of L and the symmetry axis) with respect to an action of group SO(2, R). Simply, the principal axes perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the body can be chosen arbitrarily. Thanks to that, we can reduce the number of degrees of freedom by one. Thus, the reduced system is Hamiltonian with two degrees of freedom and it depends parametrically on the value of the chosen level of H 5 .
Further calculations can be performed in the (M, N, S) coordinates in the same way as it was done in [3] . Here we perform them in canonical coordinates on M 6 . This approach allows to deduce the normal variational equations in an elementary way. Appropriate canonical variables on M 6 can be chosen in the following way. We parametrise the orientation of the principal axes of the body with respect to the orbital reference frame by the Euler angles (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) of the type 3-1-3, and we take them as generalised coordinates. Then generalised momenta conjugated to (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) are given by
Moreover, we have
In the introduced canonical coordinates the Hamiltonian (3) reads
As we can see, q 3 is a cyclic coordinate and p 3 = M 3 is a first integral. Thus, considering p 3 as an additional parameter, H defines a Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom with x = (q 1 , q 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) as canonical coordinates. As our particular solutions lie on the level M 3 = 0, we investigate this system for p 3 = 0, that is, we consider the Hamiltonian system given by the following Hamiltonian
Now, the invariant manifold N corresponds to the canonical plane q 2 = π/2, p 2 = 0, on which canonical equations generated by H have the forṁ
Comparing them with Equations (21) we see that p 1 = M 1 and q 1 = φ (note that this fact follows from the definition of N , formulae (31), (32) and the fact that on N we have q 3 = π/2). Thus, the explicit form of the particular solutions
and for C > 1
and for C < 1
We note here that for a symmetric satellite we have
The variational equations along the particular solution x(t, k) have the following formQ
As the particular solutions lie in the plane {q 2 = π/2, p 2 = 0}, the NVEs correspond to the subsystem (40) which can be written as a second-order linear equation of the form
Remark 14. Let us notice that for Equation (41) the differential Galois group is a subgroup of SL(2, C). It is always the case when a second-order linear differential equation does not contain a term proportional to the first derivative. (24)- (26) . We just performed a symplectic reduction as in [3] , but for this purpose we use local canonical coordinates.
Equation (41) is defined on k . In order to use the differential Galois theory efficiently, it is crucial to transform the investigated equation into an equation with rational coefficients. In our case we can do this making the following transformation
Then the NVE has the form
Equation (44) is Fuchsian (see Appendix A) and it has five regular singular points over CP 1 , namely z 1,2 = ±k, z 3,4 = ±ik and z 5 = ∞.
Remark 16. Our transformation (43) is a double covering
The differential Galois groups of Equation (41) and Equation (44) are different, however these groups have the same identity components, see [25] .
Changing the dependent variable
we transform (44) to the reduced form
The rational coefficient r(z) has the following simple fraction expansion
with coefficients
, and for C < 1
where * denotes the complex conjugation. For C > 1 the coefficients b i are the following
The Laurent expansion of r(z) at infinity in both cases has the same form
Remark 17. Transformation (46) changes the differential Galois group. For Equation (47) G is a subgroup of SL(2, C) but for Equation (44) G is not a subgroup of SL(2, C). Generally, when the coefficients p(z) and q(z) in (44) are arbitrary rational functions, transformation (46) changes also the identity component of G, for example, G 0 of Equation (44) can be non-Abelian but for the transformed Equation (47) G can be Abelian. However, if G 0 of Equation (44) is solvable then G 0 of Equation (47) has the same property. In our case transformation (46) has the following form
and thus it does not change the identity component of the differential Galois group of Equation (44). This is not accidental. In the time parametrisation the NVE has the form (41) and its differential Galois group is contained in SL(2, C). Then we make transformation (43) which is a finite covering, and thus it does not change the identity component of the differential Galois group, see Proposition 4.7 in [4] . Then, by Lemma 4.24 from [4] transformation (46) has the form W = RQ, where R n is a rational function for an integer n.
Complex Non-integrability
First, we investigate the local monodromy of Equation (47) at infinity. In many cases it simplifies proofs considerably.
LEMMA 3. Let us assume that C = 1 and 2ξ = 3(1 − C). Then the local monodromy of equation (47) at infinity is
Proof. We prove the lemma for C < 1. For C > 1 the proof is similar. First we change the dependent variable z = 1/ζ . This change moves z = ∞ to ζ = 0 and transforms (47) to the form
and thus the indicial equation (see [36, Chapter X]) reads
Hence, exponents at ζ = 0 are ρ − = −2 and ρ + = 1. Their difference m = ρ + − ρ − = 3 is an integer, and thus, in a neighbourhood of ζ = 0 one solution of (54) has the form
where the series defining f (ζ ) is convergent in the considered region [36] . The second solution, independent of W 1 (ζ ), is defined by the integral
Let us denote
Then, from (58) it follows that the solution W 2 (ζ ) can be written in the form
where V (ζ ) is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of ζ = 0. The form of local monodromy depends on whether a logarithmic term is present or not in the solution. To check if it is present in our case, we have to calculate if g 3 = 0. It can be easily shown that
The coefficients f i , i = 1, 2, 3 of the expansion (57) can be computed directly (see, e.g. [36] ) and they are the following
One can check that
Thus, if ω 2 = 2ξ the logarithmic term in the solution W 2 (ζ ) is present. Note that for C < 1 the condition ω 2 = 2ξ is equivalent to 2ξ = 3(1 − C). Now, let us consider a small loop γ encircling the singular point ζ = 0 counterclockwise. The continuation of the matrix of the fundamental solutions along this loop (under the assumption that ω 2 = 2ξ ) gives rise to the triangular monodromy matrix
This ends the proof.
In the next lemma we show that for almost all values of the parameters Equation (47) is not reducible, that is, for it case 1 in Lemma A.1 does not occur. 
Proof. To prove our Lemma we apply directly the first case of the Kovacic algorithm (see Appendix A). First we consider the case C < 1. All finite poles of r(z) and infinity are of the second order. Using the coefficients a i , i = 1, . . . , 4 given by (52) and the expansion (53) we obtain
and thus
, 3 4 , E ∞ = {−1, 2}.
We proceed to the second step. From the Cartesian product E = E ∞ × 4 i=1 E i we select these elements e = (e ∞ , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 ) ∈ E for which
, d(e (7) ) = 0.
Now we pass to the third step of the Kovacic algorithm. For each element e ∈ E such that d(e) ∈ N 0 , we construct a rational function
Then we check if there exists a monic polynomial P ∈ C[z] of degree d(e) satisfying the equation
If we find such polynomial, then Equation (47) has an exponential solution W = P exp w.
For e (1) we have d(e (1) ) = 1, thus we take P = z + g and, substituting P to Equation (68), we obtain the following algebraic system
We note that ω = 0, and thus this system has one solution
For e (i) i = 2, . . . , 7 we have to find a monic polynomial of degree zero satisfying (68), so we put P = 1.
For e (2) Equation (68) yields
but ω = 0, so there is no solution of the above equations. We have the same situation for e (3) when (68) gives
For e (m) with m = 4, . . . , 7 we obtain two equations of the form
where the choice of signs depends on m. The second equation cannot be satisfied by a real ω = 0 and k ∈ (0, 1). This finishes the proof for C < 1. The proof for C > 1 is similar.
Combining the above two lemmas we have.
Proof. In fact, under the given assumptions G cannot be a triangular subgroup of SL(2, C) by Lemma 4. Under the same assumptions, by Lemma 3, we know that G 0 contains a non-diagonalisable triangular matrix M ∞ . Thus case 2 in Lemma A.1 cannot occur as in this case G 0 is diagonal. By the same reason case 3 in Lemma A.1 cannot occur as for a finite group G the identity component G 0 consists of the identity. Thus, we have G = G 0 = SL(2, C).
As SL(2, C) is not Abelian, we have, as a direct consequence of the above lemma, the following. However, as we mentioned the Hamiltonian system given by (34) is a subsystem of (2), thus as a corollary we have the following theorem. In the above theorem the case 2ξ = 3(1 − C) is excluded. One can suspect that for these values of the parameters our system is integrable. Indeed, the lemma below shows that our suspicions are well justified because a necessary condition for the integrability is satisfied. Proof. We consider the case C < 1. The proof for the case C > 1 is similar. By Lemma 4 we know that for 2ξ = 3(1 − C) Equation (47) is reducible only when ω 2 = 2/2k 2 − 1. As all exponents are rational and Equation (47) is Fuchsian, in this case G is a proper subgroup of the triangular group so G 0 is Abelian.
For ω 2 = 2/(2k 2 −1) we show that case 2 of Lemma A.1 occurs. To this end we apply the Kovacic algorithm for this case. Now sets E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , E 4 and E ∞ have the following forms
We have to find at least one monic polynomial P ∈ C[z] of degree
satisfying the differential equation
We choose e = (−4, 1, 1, 1, 1). Then d(e) = 2, and we look for a polynomial of the second degree
satisfying (75). Substituting (77) and (76) into (75) we obtain the following system determining g 1 and g 2
If ξ = ω 2 /2 then the above system has the following solution
Real Non-integrability
On N system (2) has four equilibria These equilibria correspond to a fixed position of the satellite in the orbital frame. For s ± the symmetry axis is parallel to the radius vector of the centre of mass of the satellite, and for u ± the symmetry axis lies in the orbital frame and it is perpendicular to the radius vector. Let us restrict system (2) to the invariant manifold = N ∩ M 6 . Then, for the restricted system the equilibrium points u ± are hyperbolic if C > 1; if C < 1, then s ± are hyperbolic. See Figure 2 .
We restrict further discussion to the case C > 1. For real t and 0 < k < 1 the solution (t, k) defined by (24)- (26) corresponds to closed phase curves around the stable point s + . Closed real phase curves around s − are given parametrically by (t + T (k)/2), t ∈ R. Let 1 be the phase curve corresponding to the solution given by (24) - (26) with k = 1, that is, (t, 1). Then 1 contains four components which are real phase curves corresponding to real solutions heteroclinic to u ± . Their union is Re 1 , and by we denote the closure of Re 1 .
LEMMA 8. Let us assume that C = 1. Then for an arbitrary complex neighbourhood U ⊂ of there exists > 0, such that for 0 < |k −1| < the fundamental group π 1 ( k ) of phase curve k is generated by loops lying in U.
Proof. The periods T (k) and T (k) of the solution (t, k) are primitive and at the same time they are the minimal real and imaginary periods, respectively. We choose the parallelogram of the fundamental periods as in Figure 3 . As a base point (24)- (26) it follows that for C > 1 we have
Now, we consider four loops The loops λ(k) and λ (k) correspond to the real and imaginary periods, respectively (i.e. they correspond to the loops α and α in the parallelogram of the periods, see Figure 3 ). The loops γ (k) and γ (k) corresponds to the 'shifted' real and imaginary periods, that is, the loops β and β in the parallelogram of the periods.
Remark 18. Above we use informal language. The correspondence between loops on (k) and paths on the complex time plane can be viewed as follows. The map
is a covering map. For a loop σ (k) on (k) we obtain a pathσ (k) on C which is a lifting of σ (k) with respect to (·, k), that is,σ (k) is defined as such curve for which
These four loops cross at four common points
Thus, as k tends to 1, the points x l (k) tend to u ± and the loops λ(k) and γ (k) approach . We show that the loops λ (k) and γ (k) tend to u ± . In fact, for t = t 0 (k) + iτ, τ ∈ R (i.e. along the loop α ) from formulae (24)- (26) 
It follows that for k = 1 
We show that the fundamental group π( (k), x 0 (k)) is generated by closed loops which are appropriate compositions of these eight semiloops. The fundamental group π( (k), x 0 (k)) is generated by homotopic classes of six loops with the base point at x 0 (k): λ(k), λ (k), and four loops σ l (k) encircling the singular points s l (k), l = 1, 2, 3, 4. They satisfy the following condition:
We show that the loop σ l (k) has the same homotopic class as an appropriate composition of the semi-loops λ l (k), λ l (k), γ l (k) and γ l (k). For example:
Let δ 4 be the loop encircling τ 4 (k) and let σ 4 (k) correspond to δ 4 . Then, we easily deduce that δ 4 has the same homotopic class as α · α 1 · β −1
1 , see Figure 4 . Thus, we show that all generators of the fundamental group π( (k), x 0 (k)) approach as k tends to 1. Now, we are ready to prove our main result. 
Proof. Let us assume that such meromorphic first integral exists in a real neighbourhood of the phase curve 1 . Then we can extend it to a complex meromorphic first integral in a complex neighbourhoodŨ of 1 . Then, by Lemma 8 we find k with k close to 1 such that its fundamental group is generated by loops which lie entirely inŨ . From the Ziglin Lemma 1 it follows that the monodromy group of the NVE (41) possesses an invariant. But the NVE (41) is a Fuchsian equation and thus if its monodromy group possesses an invariant, then its differential Galois group also possesses an invariant, see Theorem 3.17 in [4] . However, by Lemma 5 we show that the identity component of the differential Galois group of (47), and thus the identity component of the differential Galois group of (41), is SL(2, C). It follows that it does not possess an invariant, see Example 2.11(b) from [4] . A contradiction finishes the proof.
Comments and Remarks
Although, as it is commonly believed, most systems are not integrable and integrable systems are extremely rare, the example considered in this paper shows that to prove the non-integrability one has to use rather involved techniques. Nevertheless, a proof of non-integrability of a system gives, in some sense, a negative result -the true aim is to find a non-trivial integrable system. From this point of view, the reader can wonder why we did not investigate carefully the case of the parameter values 2ξ = 3(1−C) for which the necessary conditions for integrability are satisfied. As a matter of fact, for some time we believed that for these parameter values the system is integrable. With the help of the computer algebra we tried to find a polynomial or rational first integral of the system but we failed. For fixed values of C we numerically generated the Poincaré cross-sections of the system which evidently showed that the system is not integrable. Thus, now our conjecture is that the system also is non-integrable for the case 2ξ = 3(1 − C). An analytic proof of this fact needs a separate investigation.
For ξ = 0 Theorem 3 tells us that the problem of a symmetric rigid satellite in a circular orbit is not integrable for all values of C ∈ (0, 2) except C = 1. This problem was also investigated in [3, 20, 21] where a proof of the same fact is given. However, in all these references as a particular solution a heteroclinic orbit was chosen and instead of transformation (43) another one was used. This leads to a more complicated form of the NVE.
We say that the point z = ∞ is a singular point for Equation (A.2) if z = 0 is a singular point of Equation (A.2). Equation (A.2) is called Fuchsian if all its singular points (including infinity) are regular, see [15, 36] .
If one (non-zero) solution w 1 of Equation (A.1) is Liouvillian, then all its solutions are Liouvillian. In fact, the second solution w 2 , linearly independent from w 1 , is given by of this algorithm 1 we have its several versions, improvements and extensions to higher order equations [10, 13, 14, 29, 30, 34, 35] .
Here we present a part of the Kovacic algorithm which allows to decide whether (A.4) possesses a solution of the form y = exp ω, where ω is algebraic over C(z) of degree 1 or 2, or, in other words it gives an answer whether for Equation (A.4) case 1 or 2 in Lemma A.1 can occur. We used this part of the algorithm in Lemmas 4 and 7. As our NVE is Fuchsian, we present the algorithm adopted for a Fuchsian equation because it is simpler than for a general case.
We write r(z) ∈ C(z) in the form
where s(z) and t (z) are relatively prime polynomials and t (z) is monic. The roots of t (z) are poles of r(z). We denote := {c ∈ C|t (c) = 0} and := ∪ {∞}. The order ord(c) of c ∈ is equal to the multiplicity of c as a root of t (z), the order of infinity is defined by ord(∞) := max(0, 4 + deg s − deg t).
As we assumed, Equation We select those elements e ∈ E for which d(e) is a non-negative integer.
If there are no such elements Equation (A.4) does not have an exponential solution and the algorithm stops here.
Step III. For each element e ∈ E such that d(e) = n ∈ N 0 we define ω(z) = We select those elements e ∈ E for which d(e) is a non-negative integer. If there are no such elements case 2 cannot occur and algorithm stops here.
Step III. For each element e ∈ E such that d(e) = n ∈ N 0 we define θ = θ(z) = 1 2 c∈ e c z − c , and we search for a monic polynomial P = P (z) of degree n satisfying the following equation P + 3θP + (3θ 2 + 3θ − 4r)P + + (θ + 3θθ + θ 3 − 4rθ − 2r )P = 0.
If such a polynomial exists then Equation (A.4) possesses a solution of the form y = exp ω, where
If we do not find such polynomial, then case 2 in Lemma A.1 cannot occur.
